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Introduction

During the 2017 Methodist Conference, the church in the UK was prompted to re-evaluate its
position and outlook on mission, after hearing the findings from the Statistics for Mission
Report. The report found that membership and attendance to weekly fellowship continued to
decline at 3.5% year on year over the decade to 2016. Understandably, such statistics would
raise concerns and questions about the causes of the decline, and what could be done to
decrease or prevent its continuation. Simultaneously, the experience in parts of Southern
Ireland has been very different, as churches have seen an increase in attendance and stories
are told of how lives have been changed, as people come to faith and relationship with God.
Inevitably, such stories would provoke interest and intrigue on the parts of those from the UK
who have experienced the continuous decline. Hence this intrigue resulted in a group of
ministers and lay workers venturing to the hills and terrains of Killarney and Kenmare, to
discover the ‘secret’ behind the enthusiasm, growth and increase which was being experienced
by churches in these areas.

What we discovered, was not a ‘secret,’ or a new discovery of how to attract people to church
and keep them coming; but an intentional returning to the fundamental principles of growth
which we see displayed throughout the New Testament. Continuous prayer played an essential
part; meeting in small groups was practised amongst all but one church we spent time with; the
methods of sharing faith varied from place to place, but each group spoke of a renewed
confidence to share faith with friends, family and strangers. Jackson (2002, p.29) ascertains
that, “It is God rather than ecclesiastical toil or public relations spin who ultimately makes the
church grow.” He says this not to take away emphasis for the need to find ways to reach a
changing world; but to place emphasis on the requirement of the church to place dependency
on God’s direction, acquired through prayer. Whilst Macintosh (2016) agrees that meeting to
share and pray is a fundamental contributor to encouragement and helping faith to grow; he
also warns that it can become a type of hub that is exclusive to Christians and does not
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encourage or make room for evangelism. Consequently, growth may take place amongst its
members, however they may not actively share faith with non-believers. The churches in
Killarney appear to have found the balance needed to develop home groups which work
effectively; providing a place where faith can grow, and where its members are encouraged to
share their faith with family, friends and strangers. Hence, experiencing fellowship, growth,
and a renewed sense of the purpose for which the church exists: to win others to Christ, to help
them grow and to continue in faith.
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Memorable Encounters
Our tour exposed us to ministers, lay workers, and members and friends of the churches, who
were a part of making the change happen or who had themselves been impacted by the
change.

Rev Greg & Shirley
Ballineen & Dunmanway

Talking whilst enjoying tea and scones.
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Our time spent with Shirley and Greg was most memorable, due to the insight and obvious
passion they carried for the work they were engaged in. They raised some important questions
which challenged our thinking of evangelism and how it could fit into our different contexts.
Shirley posed the first challenge, asking,
“What is the culture of that church; how can we help those people reach their community?”
“What about their personalities or your personality? What conflicts may arise due to this?”

Meyer (2015) speaks extensively about the importance of understanding culture. Her
discussions focus on how people think, lead and get things done when working with people
across cultures. Her findings can be drawn on when looking at church culture, as she gives
various examples of how misunderstanding culture, can interfere with the way we
communicate and the way we understand each other. What may be acceptable or comfortable
in one cultural context, may be completely out of place and ineffective in another. These
reflections proved to be very crucial, as my current context is completely new and different
from the context I am accustomed to. Understanding how people engage and relate to prayer
and sharing faith, has been crucial to thinking through how learning can be adopted in my
current context. “Once I am aware of the cultural context that shapes a situation, what steps
can I take to be more effective in dealing with it?” (Meyer, 2015, p.5) This is just one question
that continues to shape my thinking as I contemplate what approaches to evangelism could be
encouraged and would be effective in this context.

During an interview for his book, ‘Cracking your Church’s Culture Code’, Sam Shand shared his
thoughts not only on the importance of understanding the culture of a church, but also the
need to’ “Get the culture healthy so that the vision will fall into a good healthy environment.”
He poses some important points stating:
1. “Senior leaders are the culture setters; it does not mean that it is their fault, it simply
means that they are responsible for it.”
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2. “Culture is created by the top and sustained by everyone else, so you need both working
together. It’s more about assuming leadership and responsibility, so that the rest can
move forward.”

Sam Chand – Cracking your church’s culture code
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KYq972yQQP0

Reflecting on Shirley’s thoughts and Chand’s explanations, brings me to the conclusion that any
evangelistic endeavour may be futile without a clear understanding of the church’s culture;
along with an idea of how they may respond to a particular evangelistic approach. In Shirley
and Greg’s context they found that visiting hundreds of homes in their area and distributing
presents at Easter and Christmas was effective. They even became known as ‘The Chocolate
Church,’ and they took part in Gaelic football in efforts to engage with the community. Greg
explained that, “It is very important that we waste time with people.” Both church and
community responded well to these approaches, as relationships were formed, and people
were won to Christ as a result of these engagements. Thus, having a clear understanding of
culture, coupled with ministers and lay workers working together is essential for any vision or
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approach to succeed. Which helps to clarify why the organisers of the trip felt that it was
important to bring 3 ministers and 3 lay workers to Ireland. Helping people to grow in faith and
reach their community needs to be an essential part of our planning and programs, if we are to
encourage an atmosphere of growth and evangelism.

Cliff – From the Anglican Church
Meeting Cliff and hearing about his approach was very different from Shirley and Greg, yet still
inspiring. In his context building relationships is at the heart of what they do; they build
connections through: Messy Church, Toddler Group and Summer Club.

Toddler Group

Summer Club
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Cliff explained that they tried to have an intentional approach to Messy Church, where the
monthly event is just one part of their outreach efforts. They are constantly thinking of the
next step and how Messy Church can be used as an evangelistic tool for the families who
attend. Cliff pointed out that the focus of Messy Church should not be how many people
attend, but how many people we connect with. His reflections were provoking as the role and
continuation of Messy Church was being contemplated in my current context. Cliff’s comments
that the numbers should not be the focus was encouraging, as we have seen numbers fluctuate
over the year which at times has caused us to consider whether it was worth continuing.
Encouraging attendance should still be a part of our plans, however, shifting the focus from the
number of people who attend to making good connections has now become the focus. In a
recent Messy Church, a parent explained that she had lived in Aylesbury for around two years,
and she hoped to visit one Sunday as she was now looking for a church to attend. Another
mum who told me that she did not believe in God, attended her second Messy Church and then
went home and taught her husband a song she had leant about the Lord’s prayer along with the
actions. Cliff’s reflections encouraged me to think of the connections we make and the
evangelistic opportunities which could result from these connections.

Cliff encouraged us to think of ways that we could share faith with the families we connect
with. He explained that, ‘’British Methodist have lots of contacts with the community, but they
don’t have the confidence to share their faith with these.’’ Building confidence in sharing faith
is something that was explored in the Methodist Conference in 2005. As a result, ‘Time of talk
of God’ was produced, as a resource to help Christians to gain confidence in talking to each
other about God; which would ultimately help them to talk to non-Christians about God. These
resources are worth re-visiting, as they give a step by step approach to building confidence in
sharing faith. In my present context, it has been quite surprising that I have not heard people
talk about their experiences of faith; or sharing personal testimonies of what God has done or is
doing in their lives. Conversations of this nature have been very sparse, whereas I thought it
would be an everyday occurrence. The material offered by Talking of God could be effective in
helping to create a culture where people feel comfortable talking about God. The resources
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include a power point presentation, leader’s guide and group member notes; these can be
found on the website via this link:
https://www.methodist.org.uk/our-work/learning/discipleship/journeying-with-others/smallgroups/resourcing-your-small-group/talking-of-god/
The paperback ‘Talking of God Together,’ has been published very recently.

Carmel Reany – Bantry Christian fellowship
Our meeting with Carmel was very inspirational, as she shared how Home Groups have been
key to the life and growth of the church. She confirmed my thoughts and feelings about my
current context, that Home Groups could be an effective tool in encouraging people to journey
together.
My contemplations on the effectiveness of Home groups:
Encourage people to talk about
their faith.

Encourage people to share
their testimonies and their
experience of faith.

Encourage people to pray
together.
Encourage people to invite
family and friends to groups;
also, to share their faith with
family and friends
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Opportunities to mix with
people who you don’t normally
spend time with. Get to know
more people in the church.

Comiskey (2015) writes about the effectiveness of home groups over the first and second
millennium; asserting that home groups were essential in disciplining, reviving and
consolidating the church. He also believes that home groups were effective in motivating and
equipping its members to evangelise within their gatherings and outside of their meetings.
Carmel shared several stories which aligned with Comiskey’s beliefs, as their establishment of
home groups had helped in building supportive relationships; which then transpired to
evangelistic encounters with people on the streets, in hair dressing parlours and many other
places. She told of instances where a text would be sent around the group, requesting prayer
as one of its members was about to share the message of salvation to their hairdresser. She
explained that the home groups were used to encourage its members to be salt and light
wherever they are; which resulted in people being more comfortable to be themselves and to
share their faith.

Our meeting with Carmel was the most inspiring part of the trip for me. Hearing how Home
Groups had motivated, consolidated and mobilised the groups towards evangelism, confirmed
my earlier convictions, that this could be what was needed to bring families closer together and
encourage evangelism in my current context. I met with the minister I am currently working
with, to see if we could consider if Home Groups could become a part of the life of the church.
This was the plan which was presented:
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Plan for Home Groups

Methodism: Through worship and service the Methodist Church's calling is
to:
Worship: The church exists to increase awareness of God’s presence and to
celebrate God’s love.
Learning and Caring: The church exists to help people grow and learn as
Christians through mutual support and care.
Service: The church exists to be a good neighbour to people in need and to
challenge injustice.
Evangelism: The church exists to make more followers of Jesus Christ.

Our Mission: To put the largest number of people in the greatest possible
danger of finding the love of Jesus Christ.

Purpose of Home Groups: To support our efforts as we strive to live our
lives as Methodist, and in our efforts to fulfil our church’s Mission.

How could we do it?
•
•
•
•

Cast vision
Recruit, develop and strengthen leaders.
Plan meetings, build trust and nurture groups.
Invite family and friends who do not know Christ to groups

Firstly, share the vision. Share via Link Magazine your vision for Home
Groups and how they can help the church grow.

Then recruit, develop and strengthen leaders. Go through small group
leadership training to equip and enable leaders. Also have times of prayer in
small groups so that the leaders become comfortable praying in a group.
This could be done from September to December, with an aim to start the
small groups in January. The church should be made aware of this
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preparation; which should get them used to the idea of small groups. Also,
the leaders will hopefully pass on their enthusiasm for what we are doing.

Finally, launch groups and provide continual support for the leaders, and
opportunities for leaders to meet several times in the year. When groups
have been established, begin to invite friends and family who are not
Christians.

Interesting point I found:
Unfortunately, when churches attempt to initiate a small group ministry,
they sometimes fail to teach and persuade their people the purpose of the
meeting is to practice these biblical principles. The result is sometimes a
wrong impression on the part of most participants. Members often feel that
the meeting is primarily intended as a social gathering, a support group, or a
place where “my needs can be met,” rather than “a place where I can
develop a ministry.”
The church must provide smaller group settings where relationships can
grow between members, so they will be able to discover each other's needs.
Only then will they be able to meet those needs on an individual level.

The plan was received positively, and the possibility of the introduction of Home Groups is still
being discussed and thought through. The material ‘Talking of God’ and ‘Talking of God
Together,’ could also be used should we decide to introduce Home Groups into the life of the
church.
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Rev. Dr Heather Morris
General Sectary of Home Mission Department
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Heather’s passion for mission and prayer was contagious; she spoke enthusiastically about
praying, listening to God and responding to His leading. Here are some of my notes from what
Heather said:

Notes:
“The question is how? Not whether we have been called to be
missional. The church in places won’t exist in 10 years if it is not
missional.”

“We pray, we start listening for opportunities to talk about faith and
start building relationships.”

“The 24-7 Movement has been set up to help. We prayed and had
conversations about what did you hear. Praying in different ways;
prayer rooms; prayer walks. Some congregations were honest
enough to say we don’t pray!”

“Helping each other to be more like Jesus. Learning to talk about
Jesus; having small groups and inviting others to those groups. Be
careful that those groups don’t become holy huddle. Learn to talk
and pray together and invite others to come.”

“Expect every congregation to be growing in faith and numerically.”

The need to pray, listen to God and then act on what was heard, is clearly at the heart of
mission in Ireland. Everyone we spent time with told us of times of personal prayer and praying
in groups for the community. Greg and Shirley told us of a farmer who would lay face down in
the field, praying that God would move in the community. Carmel told us of members praying
together in groups, and then praying for each other as each person shared their faith with
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people in the community. Prayer was shared freely with Suzie and her group, and each person
shared their testimony of how praying together had enriched and changed their lives. Great
emphasis was placed on prayer throughout the trip; helpful resources can be found on the Irish
Methodist website: https://www.irishmethodist.org/prayerresources
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A Memorable Trip

The journey begins!

Family history! Skuce Bridge.

Literally ending up on a ‘mountain’ after a wrong turn!
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Leading service in Kenmare on Sunday morning.

Evangelism in Killarney - An unforgettable challenging journey.
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“Memorable Quotes”

Greg
“It is very important that we waste time with people,”

Cliff
“British Methodism has lots of contacts with the
community, but they don’t have the confidence
to share their faith with them.”
Carmel
“The greatest hope of the home groups,
is that they would be evangelistic.”

Greg
“We don’t go beyond our own devotion and walk with God.”
Shirley
“It goes back to prayer and seekIng god.”

Heather
“We pray, we start listening for opportunities to
talk about faith, and we start building relationships”

Suzie
“How people are won for Christ here? Relational. Meeting people
one to one. Going out, having purposeful conversations.”
Heather - “Be normal and live out our faith.”
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Rev Dr Stephen Skuce (trip organiser)
“Social action does not make disciples. Be more intentional!
Messy Church does not make more followers of Jesus. In
order for this to happen, we must be intentional”
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Conclusion

Our time spent with the churches in Killernary, revealed that the secret behind the renewal,
enthusiasm and growth, resulted from people journeying alongside each other in prayer, home
groups and actively sharing faith with their community. Churches in the UK could benefit from
a review of how journeying together, prayer and evangelism is encouraged and incorporated in
the life of the church. A way forward would be to develop faith sharing and discipleship
programs and activities, which are suited to the culture of the church. In some cases however,
leaders may need to look at how the culture will need to change, in order for their members to
grow in faith, and confidence in sharing their faith. A change in culture could be met with
various challenges and even resistance; but if executed through prayer, sensitivity and even
trial and error, we may see growth inwardly, and people coming to faith as experienced in
Ireland. The experience has challenged me to constantly review how I can be more active in
sharing faith, and how the sharing of faith can be encouraged in my context. If we can talk
about God more freely with each other, we may then develop the confidence to share our faith
with family, friends and even strangers. Returning to fundamental practices seen throughout
the New Testament: prayer, home groups: journeying together, and sharing faith with others,
may just be what the Methodist Church in the UK needs, to help combat the decline it is
currently experiencing.
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